
Installing a Microwave in 2007 Dutchmen Clamshell Upper Cabinets 

This is what the original upper cabinets in my T@B were like. The smallest microwave I could find would not fit on the 
counter above the fridge and still close the clamshell door. I had seen folks install a microwave in nuCamp clamshells, 
and I was hoping to do the same. It is a bit more involved due to having two doors instead of three, but possible. 

 

To start, I removed the upper cabinet doors from the Kitchen, and removed the false bottom covering wires. 

 

 



I very carefully measured, and using a router, jigsaw, small handsaw, palm sander, Dremel, and chisel cut away the 
frame facing to accommodate the microwave. I had to cut additional little notches for the feet of the microwave. 

 

I also cut away the center post from between the original doors. Jigsaw, palm sander 

 



I installed a surface mount ground fault plug in the cabinet. It is wired to a dedicated 20 Amp circuit on the converter. 
Deep surface mount electrical box, ground fault plug, 14/2 Romex, various wire cutters, strippers, drill to create holes to 
run wire through the wall space and into bench. 

 

I cut a piece of 1x4 board that I coated with polyurethane to replace the vertical support and used pocket screws and 
anchored it next to the microwave. Circular Saw, Pocket Hole Jig, and Drill 

 



The microwave slid right in. It is a Rival .7 CF microwave that I got at Wal-Mart many years ago. 

 

I cut some trim coated with polyurethane to go around the microwave. Mitre Box, mitre saw, air brad nailer. 

 



I cut off one end of the false bottom panel to but up against the microwave and cut a notch for the wire up to the plug. 
Circular saw, Dremel 

 

So that the microwave would have adequate ventilation, I drilled some holes in the inside cabinet door. I also moved the 
“door catch” forward some, so that the door is slightly ajar even when shut. I had to remove the “hold open” hardware 
from this cabinet door to accommodate the microwave. Doubt very seriously that I will open this door. 

 



I ordered a replacement cabinet door of the correct size from https://cabinetdoor.store/ The door I ordered was the 
Edgewater in Select White Maple sanded to 180 Grit. 30” tall x 9” wide on the website. I also had them pre-drill for 
mounting hardware and was able reuse the original hardware from one of the old cabinet doors. 

 

 

I coated it with poly, drilled a hole for the cabinet knob and remounted the hardware. 

 

https://cabinetdoor.store/


 

As I did with the previous cabinet doors, I added a mirror to the inset. I brush my hair, wash my face, and brush my teeth 
at the kitchen sink, so the mirror has been a lifesaver. I actually went to a local glass place and had them cut it to size. I 
mounted it with several strips heavy duty outdoor double sided tape. 

 



As part of the refurb, I sanded down and reapplied poly to my original lower kitchen cabinet doors. They had drips, 
stains, and watermarks on them from 13 years of use. Palm Sander, fine grit sandpaper, very fine grit sandpaper. Can of 
air to blow off all dust, Swiffer dry duster sheet. 

 

 



Complete results. The new door is much lighter than the others, but there is a 13-year age difference. It will darken up 
with time. 

 

I am absolutely in love with this mod. One less thing to dig out of the truck and set on a table and drag out an extension 
cord. This will come in handy for our upcoming “traveling” trips, where setting up a bunch of stuff on daily stops won’t 
be desirable. 


